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There are days when it really feels like spring, then the
snow falls! A typical spring in the desert. The colors of
spring are quite beautiful, the green of budding trees,
the blossoms of flowering trees, and perennials coming
up. It is also a time to work in the dirt. Cold weather
crops do well even when the temperature dips.
Radishes, onions, carrots, beets, and cilantro all prefer
cooler weather. If you have questions about what to
plant and when, please contact our email hotline
at emailhelpline@sandovalmastergardeners.org.

We are starting a new section in the newsletter about important films beginning with Kiss the
Ground. This is a documentary about regenerative practices for land stewards, farmers, and
ranchers. Regenerative practices include “heal the soil, revive ecosystems, increase farmer
wellbeing, and help balance the climate.” (Kissthegroundmovie.com) For those who gravitate to
projects that are working in the dirt, this is a must see!
We have developed a new reporting tool that is available on the website to capture activity
hours by quarter for reporting to NMSU and Sandoval County. Activity hours include projects,
Advisory Council or Committee meetings Gardening With the Masters presentations, virtual
plant clinics, and virtual plant sales. Remember that our reporting of activity hours service two
purposes - letting Sandoval County know what we are doing to help citizens of the county and to
enabling NMSU fulfill their obligation of reporting to the federal government who supplies
funding. The tool on the website is an attempt to simplify reporting.
~ Barbara
NOTE: The 51st Anniversary of EARTH DAY is celebrated in the US on April 22, 2021.
The theme for this year is Restore The Earth. Easiest way to support that theme is
to plant something. How about a pollinator plant? You and the pollinators can enjoy
it all season long.
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Starting a Pollinator Gardening
For years I contemplated, rather than acted, on the idea of planting a garden to attract
pollinators. That is until the fall I moved to a house with three well established Trumpet Vines
(campsis radicans) and a large Rosemary bush (Salvia Rosmarinus). I trimmed them down to a
manageable size and decided to observe them for a year before making any decisions about
their future in the yard. The following spring saw the Rosemary blossoms covered with bees
and the Trumpet Vine was visited by bees, hummingbirds and butterflies through the long
flowering season. Seed pods from the Trumpet Vines blossoms provided winter feed for
migratory flocks of finches as well.
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The success of these two plants fueled my interest. I learned the importance of providing plants that provided food for both larvae
and mature insects and plants that provide shelter. Providing plants for spring, summer and fall feeding as well as a range of colors
from purple and pink to orange, yellow and white is also important.
Each year I add a few more annuals and perennials to the garden. I may never have a “cottage garden” in this climate. Still, I am
creating a garden that serves the pollinators and delights me. Adding a dish of fresh water, in the shade, for my dogs also pleases
the pollinator insects, hummingbirds and the local Road Runners.
ANNUALS to attract pollinators: Pansies, Sunflower (Helianthus sp), Coreopsis, Floss Flower (Ageratum) Cosmos ‘Sensation’,
Milkweed (Asclepias scaposa), Pincushion Plant (Scabiosa), Zinnia, Mexican Sunflower (tithonia), Egyptian Star Flower (Pentas),
verbena lantana, and penstamon
HERBS to attract pollinators: Basil (Ocimum sp). borage (Borago officinalis, oregano (Origanum sp), thyme (Thymus sp), lemon
verbena (aloysia citriodora), lavender (lavandula), parsley (Petroselium crispum), fennel (Foeniculum vulgare), and some mints
(Mentha sp)
PERENNIALS to attract pollinators: Indian Paintbrush, Bee Balm (Monarda),
Hollyhocks (Alcea Rosea sp) Butterfly weed (Asclepias tuberosa), phlox, Lupine,
Allium, and Hyssop (Hyssopus officialis) Mexican Bird of Paradise (Caesalpina
gilliesii), Columbine(Aquilegia), Rocky Mountain penstemon.
NMSU has several articles about their own efforts to create pollinator gardens as
well as research on the best plants to attract Pollinators. Check them out by clicking
on this LINK.
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The Value of Using Native Plants
This commentary excerpt is from Ron Krupp, author of “The Woodchuck’s Guide to Gardening,” “The Woodchuck
Returns to Gardening” and his forthcoming book, “The Woodchuck’s Guide to Ornamentals & Landscape Plants.”
Native pollinator plants have long been ignored in our landscapes, but that’s changing. They are, by nature, hardier,
better adapted to climate change and provide critical habitat for wildlife. Plus, they have attractive flowers, colorful
berries and fall foliage.
Douglas Tallamy’s book Bringing Nature Home describes how nonnative plants have low resource value for our native
animals and insects and, as well, displace our valuable native flora. He says that we don’t have enough wild places left to
allow nonnative plants to thrive.
The growing demand for native plants in ecological landscaping, including pollinator habitat gardens, has led to the
selection and breeding of native cultivars. A native cultivar or “nativar” is a cultivated variety of a native plant that has
been selected by humans (in nature or through repeated selections in a breeding program), cross-bred, and/or
hybridized by botanists and plant breeders seeking desirable characteristics that can be maintained through
propagation.
The flowers of Native Cultivars may vary from the native species in size,
shape, abundance, color, and bloom time — all attributes known to influence
pollinator visitation. In addition to floral traits, native cultivars are sometimes
selected for disease resistance, and more predictable sizes and shapes than
their wild relatives, making them more desirable landscape plants. But native
cultivars can also be less hardy and may prefer different soil moisture and
fertility than the species, and most serious of all, may not be as attractive and
useful to pollinators.
The use of Native Species once made this land a rich source of life for its Indigenous peoples and, later, for European
colonists and their descendants. That is no longer the case. Today, most of the surviving remnants of the native flora
that formed them have been invaded by alien plant species.
The transition from alien ornamentals to native species will require a profound change in our perception of the
landscaping value of native ornamentals. Even today, the drive to obtain unique species or cultivars is a primary factor
governing how we select plants for our landscapes.
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Native plants tend to grow vigorously without requiring much fussing. They generally take climatic extremes in stride.
Most are major attractions for butterflies, birds, bees and other pollinators because they provide shelter for these
beneficial garden visitors. In my community garden, there are many native bumblebees, but their numbers are
diminishing due to pesticides, developments, climate change and the loss of open-pollinated true native species.
As development and subsequent habitat destruction accelerate, there are increasing pressures on wildlife populations.
As a gardener, you can increase your love of plants and nature by planting native pollinators.

For the first time in history, gardening has taken on a role that transcends
the needs of the gardener. They now have become important players in
the management of our nation’s wildlife and can make a difference in the
future of biodiversity by growing native species plants.
The flowers from the butterfly bush attract hummingbirds because of its high nectar count. Additionally, they are drawn
to the long, brightly colored spikes resembling lilacs. Milkweed, an old-fashioned perennial, attracts pollinators like
Monarch butterflies, also known as the “milkweed butterfly.”
These perennials invite butterflies and other beneficial pollinators to your garden. They not only look beautiful in the
garden, but they also produce nectar-rich blossoms that help sustain winged creatures and produce flowers at different
times during the season. In addition to enjoying the colorful blossoms, you’ll experience the satisfaction that comes with
supporting pollinators. So why not grow a pollinator garden? Every little bit helps.
In addition to planting perennials to feed pollinators, you can add to the feast by incorporating annuals into beds,
borders and patio pots. These plants last only a single season, but many are magnets for winged creatures — from the
Monarch butterfly favorite Verbena bonariensis to colorful Zinnias and Lantanas to the Nicotianas and annual Salvias
that are beloved by hummingbirds. To see full commentary, check out the original article.
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MOVIES FOR MASTERS (& the Rest of Us)
This is the first of our articles about gardening movies that are well worth watching.
KISS THE GROUND came out in 2020. Rather than the typical gloom and doom prophecy of
the end of the world due to climate change this film offers a candid review of what’s not
working today, as well as what has caused the ‘legacy load’ and on-going climate damage.
The film’s solution to global warming is both simple and effective as supported by
demonstrations and interviews with experts around the world who are using it, today, and
making a huge impact on ‘desertification’.
Anyone who has tried to chart a new course for a group knows “simple” is not the same as easy. The ideal
solution will be to change people’s minds and hearts from the way ‘things have always been done’ to a new
model that can restore health to people, the ground and the planet. Whenever I watch documentaries about
any sort of global situation, I am alert to recommended actions. Kiss the Ground has a balanced approach that
includes voting with our pocketbook for what kind of farming system we support. The second logical step is to
find something that we can grow in our own backyard and grow it.
Kiss The Ground is available on Netflix.
For fans of The Great British Bakeoff, you might enjoy The Big Flower Fight on Netflix. It starts with ten
international teams. Over the course of nine challenges three finalist teams emerged and a final grand champion
team was crowned. The challenges all revolve around vegetation, from flowering plants, to cut flowers, dried
flowers, grasses and vegetables. It has been renewed for a second season.
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Gardening with the Masters is a long standing public education effort of the Sandoval Extension Master
Gardeners.

April 20 2:00

Raised Bed Gardening

April 30 – 10am

Tree & Shrub Protective Maintenance in Preparation for Drought

May 26 – 2pm

Bosque Tree Health

To register for upcoming classes and to view videos and material from previous classes,
visit
Gardening with the Masters Online.
Check our EVENTS CALENDAR for the latest information on topics and times.
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Garden2Table Corner - Garlic Confit
Guest Columnist: Mo Mulligan

Today was a wonderful day. This afternoon I worked on my own yard pruning and trimming. Then tonight I get to
write an article on cooking garlic confit.
In the summer, you can go out to your garden and dig up garlic if you are growing it. While California, then Oregon
and Nevada are the biggest growers of garlic, New Mexico is a great state for growing garlic. Garlic is a member of
the allium family. Garlic bubbils (cloves of a garlic) are planted in Sept. and Oct. in Northern NM and in Oct. or Nov.
in southern New Mexico. NMSU has a wonderful article on its website on garlic production in NM. The article talks
about the variety of garlic to plant, how to plant it, to grow it, and when to harvest garlic.
A fun book to read is: A Garlic Testament: Seasons on a Small New Mexico Farm by Stanley Crawford published in
1992. This book is about growing garlic just outside Dixon NM. It discusses all things garlic.
Garlic is an essential seasoning like salt and pepper. However, it comes in many forms. Garlic tastes pungent and if
raw, it is sharp and can be bitter. When you need garlic in a dish that is not cooked many people use garlic powder
or garlic salt. Garlic powder is dehydrated garlic and may be considered bitter. Many individuals like garlic powder
because you can control the taste of garlic by the amount of powder you put in your recipe. Garlic salt is
dehydrated garlic mixed with table salt. This may make some food too salty. If you are cooking with dehydrated
garlic, you need to put it in the recipe in the last 20 minutes of cooking or the flavor may fade.
Chopping and dicing cloves increases the allicin which is garlic’s strong flavor. When you mince garlic on a microplaner you get the strongest garlic flavor. Some people like this flavor in the raw form in salsas or garlic aoli. Garlic
has a softer flavor when you roast it as a whole clove. As in the recipe 40 cloves of garlic and a chicken. When you
roast whole garlic at 250 degrees for 2 hours per Cooks Illustrated, it creates a soft, nutty and sweet flavored garlic.
This can be spread on bread for a wonderful piece of garlic bread. This is not a quick way to make garlic bread.
Roasted garlic can be frozen in paste form and then thawed if you want to use the garlic in an uncooked dish. This
works but you need time for thawing.
Another form for garlic is garlic confit. If you cook garlic above 140 degrees, the allicin becomes a soft and mellow.
It is close in flavor to roasted garlic. It is great for individuals who do not like garlic flavors. It is also wonderful in
dishes that are not cooked but you want to add garlic flavor. Garlic confit can be stored in the refrigerator for 1 to 2
weeks. This makes it quite easy to use in recipes. I always have a jar of garlic confit in my refrigerator and make 2
cups at a time. Garlic confit can also be frozen for up to one month. Some individuals are concerned about botulism
with garlic confit in oil. This is only a problem if it is kept on a shelf in a pantry. Garlic confit requires refrigeration. If
not eaten within 2 weeks, freeze it and thaw when you are ready to have it in the refrigerator for 2 weeks.

Garlic confit is a simple dish to make. It has two ingredients: garlic and olive oil or canola
oil, that is it. I hate peeling garlic and none of the hacks for this ever work for me. So, I buy
already peeled garlic. You can make any amount you want. Trim the tough root end of the
garlic and then put the peeled garlic in a pan and completely cover it with oil and cook at a
light boil simmer.
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As with all foods, the length of time that you cook it will depend on the altitude you live at. I live in north Rio
Rancho at 5,000 ft. I cook my confit at a simmer for 30 to 35 mins. When I lived at 6,000 feet, I cooked it for 40 to
45 minutes. If you live at less than 3500 feet, it only takes 20 to 25 minutes. You cook until the garlic is a very pale
tan. Test the garlic by taking out one clove and see if it will smash. If it does then it is finished cooking, if not cook
another 5 minutes. You do not want it to be dark brown. Let it cool, spoon the garlic cloves into a mason jar and
cover the garlic with oil. If you have more oil than jar, save the oil in another jar. These jars of garlic and oil need to
be refrigerated. You can use the garlic oil in any dish you use garlic flavoring and need oil.
Garlic confit cloves can be used in many dishes.
Tip 1: If you smash or chop some cloves and mix with butter, it is great spread on garlic bread.
Tip 2: Another use is in a honey garlic sauce that is not cooked. Take ¼ cup of
honey, add about 6 cloves of confit garlic than has been finely minced or
smashed and paste created. Add 3 tablespoons of melted butter and stir until
well mixed and smooth. This sauce can be poured over roasted pork tenderloin,
roast chicken breast or roasted chicken thighs. This creates a quick evening
meal.
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Tip 3: Garlic confit can be in any salad dressing that calls for garlic. I also use it when I want a softer garlic flavor
and put it in at the end of the cooking.
Tip 4: Add levels of garlic flavor when making pastas by putting minced garlic in early into the pasta sauce and the
garlic confit towards the end of cooking the pasta sauce.
If I am ever worried about garlic burning, I will wait until after the onions are done sauteing and then put the confit
garlic in.
Tip 5: Add confit garlic in mashed potatoes. Make the mashed potatoes first then add garlic confit.
Tip 6: Another way to use garlic confit is in barbeque sauce if you are grilling.
Tip 7: It is also wonderful if added to a quick sauté of white fish and add 5 to 6 cloves of confit, a couple of
tablespoons of lemon juice and 2 tablespoons of butter.
Tip 8: Some people add thyme and rosemary to the garlic confit. I prefer to add these herbs separately to my food.
Tip 9: Since this is New Mexico, some people love to add chili to the garlic confit. This can be done at the end before
you refrigerate it.
Tip 10: Another way to eat this is to add smashed garlic confit to mayo and then use this as a spread on a
sandwich.
Enjoy your garlic confit.
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Hummingbird trumpet
Zauschneria californica var. latifolia

General Information
Plant Form

Flower

Plant Type

Perennial

Sunlight

Sun, Partial Shade

Plant Size

Water Usage

Colors

2' x 3'

Low

Orange, Red

Physical Description: Low growing mass of erect to arching leafy stems with gray-green foliage and bright red-

orange tubular flowers in late summer and fall. Spreads by root rhizomes.
Care and Maintenance: Frost sensitive, dying to ground in winter but returns from hardy roots. Removal of

dead stems required. Needs sun, periodic irrigation to avoid ragged look.
Gardener's Notes: Prolific blooming plant that attracts hummingbirds. Prefers poor, rocky soil. Good in, around

and under boulders and in rock gardens. Also known as Z. arizonica. Found from New Mexico across to
California and Mexico.
Plant information from: https://desertblooms.nmsu.edu/plantadvisor/
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HELP WANTED #1
Helpline
Master Gardener Veterans to sign up for
2 - week email helpline shifts
May 1-15th
May 16-31

Sign up on our website
REWARD 2 week shift = 10 outreach hours
Register for a shift here

HELP WANTED #2
Zoom scheduler
SEMG purchased a Zoom license to help the chapter continue meeting via Zoom.
Training will be provided on Zoom and event management on the SEMG calendar.
You’ll get to work with the various project chairs and committee chairs.
Interested? Contact: admin @sandovalmastergardeners.org
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LOG EVERYTHING!
Now that projects are starting to ramp up for the growing season it’s important that you remember to
capture your hours for the year end report.
LOG EVERYTHING! As a veteran or an intern Master Gardener keep track of our hours! If your neighbor
asks you over to look at eggs on their tree to find out if they are lady bugs, or something hazardous –
that’s countable. If you advise a Boy Scout working on a badge project at a church on which plants will
thrive in that environment and which ones won’t do as well – that’s countable.
The hours spent in committee or Advisory Council meetings are
countable. Supporting the Helpline or Virtual Plant Clinics is
countable. Hours spent on projects; if that’s working in the dirt,
working with children, working on your own towards a SEMG goal, is
countable. ALL your personal hours will go into your annual
reporting of hours. In 2020 we were not required to report hours to
prove we’d met the required time. We don’t know if that will
continue in 2021 – so log everything! Every hour we personally spend
on SEMG’s behalf is countable. Capture them as they happen and
then record them on the SEMG TIMESHEETS 2020-2021 that is available under Member Forms on the
website
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Sometimes it’s confusing when we get asked for our quarterly hours. Those hours are still reported in
our personal annual report. They are also rolled up – by activity – into a separate report.

SEMG counts on its membership to support the county and community.
Count your hours!
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